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Łukasz Jędrzejowski and Ulrike Demske

1 Infinitival patterns and their diachronic
dynamics: Questions and challenges

1 Motivation

The present volume contains contributions dealing with non-finite structures
and their diachronic change across languages. It relates to a prominent and
widely discussed syntactic topic, which has been attracting more and more
attention, particularly in the past two decades. There exists a large number of
studies on the infinitival systems of particular language periods, as well as on
selected topics across various languages. The first group of studies comprises,
among other publications, Robbers (1997) on Afrikaans, ter Beek (2008) and Rutten
(1991) on Dutch, Chierchia (1984), Geisler (1995), Mair (1990) and Moulton (2009)
on English, Hoekstra (1997) on Frisian, Bech (1955/57), Grosse (2005), Höhle
(1978), Kiss (1995), Lee-Schoenfeld (2007) and Wurmbrand (2001) on modern
German, Zinn (2008) on Ket, Knyazev (2016) on Russian, Denecke (1880) on Old
High German, Pearce (1997) on Old French and Rochette (1988) on modern
Romance languages, to name just a few. In the case of cross-linguistics studies,
much attention has been paid to control structures and their derivation, see for
instance Boeckx et al. (2010), Grano (2015), Landau (2013), Martin (1996), Pires
(2006) as well as references cited there for recent discussion. Studies on the
development and change of infinitival structures are more scarce, but see Coupé
(2015) and IJbema (2002) on Dutch, Joseph (1983) on Balkan languages, Callaway
(1913), De Smet (2013), Fanego (1996, 1998), Iyeiri (2010), Los (2005), Rudanko
(2000) and Warner (1982) on English, Demske-Neumann (1994) on German, and
Mensching (2000) and Schulte (2007) on Romance.

The main aim of the present volume is to relate the synchrony and dia-
chrony of infinitival systems in different languages to each other, based on
empirical data, and to show to what extent infinitival systems of modern lan-
guages can be accounted for by examining changes in earlier language periods.
In pursuing this aim, we define the term diachrony in a broad sense here, i.e. as
covering not only language change observed between individual language periods
of one language, but also comprising theoretical as well as empirical investigations
dealing with a single language period, and being relevant to diachronic con-
siderations in a larger sample of languages.
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2 Infinitive structures in flux

The development of infinitival clauses involves different syntactic dimensions
of the core grammar. It not only affects the entire complementation system of a
particular language, it also gives rise to changes on other levels of grammar, e.g.
lexical semantics and morphology. In this section, we briefly illustrate how the
syntactic dimensions interact with each other and to what extent other parts of
the grammar may be involved in the processes of the change under investiga-
tion. In pursuing this aim, we examine, by way of example, the use of the direc-
tive matrix predicate befehlen ‘command’ in Early New High German (1350–
1650), and compare its selectional properties with those that are associated
with its Present-day German (1900–) counterpart (for a general overview of
infinitive-embedding predicates in Early New High German see Ebert 1976 and
Maché & Abraham 2011). As it turns out, these observations are relevant to
the Germanic as well as the typological diachrony of infinitival clauses and
contribute to a broader typological discussion of clause-linkage in general
(cf. Noonan 2007 [1985], Bril 2010, Cristofaro 2003, Dixon & Aikhenvald 2009,
Gast & Diessel 2012, Haiman & Thompson 1988, Wiemer & Letuchiy, to appear,
among many others).

In Neuwe Welt, an Early New High German travel report from 1567, the object
control verb befehlen ‘command’ embeds predominantly finite complements.
We focus on the first 60 examples in which befehlen selects for a sentential
complement here. Table 1 gives an overview of the complement types selected
by befehlen:

Table 1: The distribution of complement clauses embedded under the object control verb
befehlen ‘command’ in Neuwe Welt (1567)

Complement type
Number of examples
(percentage)

1. indicative complements 0 (= 0%)

2. finite complements with a modal verb 17 (= 28%)

3. subjunctive complements Konjunktiv I 0 (= 0%)
Konjunktiv II 9 (= 15%)

4. verb second complements 24 (= 40%)

5. infinitive complements bare infinitives 0 (= 0%)
zu‑infinitives 10 (= 17%)

In total: 60 (= 100%)

2 Łukasz Jędrzejowski and Ulrike Demske



In 50 (= 83%) out of 60 cases befehlen embeds a finite complement. Remarkably,
two groups can be distinguished. The first group contains clauses headed by the
complementizer dass ‘that’. The embedded verbal phrase usually contains an
infinitive of a lexical verb and an inflected modal verb. The following two
examples illustrate this configuration with sollte ‘should’ and wollen ‘want’:

(1) Er befahl auch dem Bartholme Dias / dz er mit
he command.3SG.PST also the.DAT Bartholme Dias dass he with

jm biß zu dē ort Mine genant / fahren sollte
him.DAT until to the place Mine call.PTCP go.INF should.3SG

‘He also commanded Bartholme Dias to go with him to the place called Mine’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 3)

(2) vñ befahl jm mit ernst /
and command.3SG.PST him.DAT with earnestness

dz er sich wolte bearbeiten
that he REFL want.3SG.PST exert.INF

‘and [he] seriously commanded him to exert himself ’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 3)

In addition, subjunctive forms could occur instead of modal verbs, too. Notice,
however, that only the Konjunktiv II mood is attested in such cases:

(3) Vnd befahl erstlich einem Ferdinand Lorenzo genant /
and command.3SG.PST first a.DAT Ferdinand Lorenzo call.PTCP

das er auß dē Holtz / zwey Schiff machē liesse
that he from the wood two ship make.INF let.3SG.SBJV

‘And [he] first commanded to Ferdinand Lorenzo to make two ships
from wood’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 3)

What the examples given in (1)–(3) have in common is the presence of the com-
plementizer dass ‘that’, the final position of finite verbs as well as the use of
modal verbs or subjunctive morphology in the embedded clause.

The second group of examples contains complements obeying the verb
second rule which are not introduced by a complementizer. Interestingly enough,
in all 17 cases (= 28%) it is the modal verb sollte ‘should’ that occupies the second
position in the clause. The following example is a case in point:

Infinitival patterns and their diachronic dynamics: Questions and challenges 3



(4) vnd der Oberst befahl /
and the colonel command.3SG.PST

man sollte jnen schellen geben
one should.3SG them.DAT haddocks give.INF

‘and the colonel commanded to give them haddocks’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 7)

In addition to finite complement clauses, befehlen could already select for
infinitives in Early New High German, too. In all attested cases the infinitive
clause is accompanied by the infinitive marker zu ‘to’:

(5) der Koenig hette jm befohlen /
the king have.3SG.SBJV him.DAT command.PTCP

in sein Schiff zu ziehen
in his ship to move.INF

‘the king commanded him to move on his ship’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 26)

As the example given in (5) shows, the embedded infinitive appears to the right
of the matrix verb (= extraposed infinitive). Infinitival complements of befehlen
could also occur to the left of the matrix verb, as illustrated in the following
example:

(6) [Das=selbige]i hatte gleich der Koenig ti zuthun befohlen
the.same have.3SG.PST just the King to.do.INF command.PTCP

‘The king commanded straight away to do the same’
(Ulrich Schmidl, 1567, Neuwe Welt, p. 27)

Here, the embedded verb tun ‘do’ occurs in the middle field of the matrix
clause. Additionally, it selects the noun phrase object das=selbige ‘the same’.
Notice, however, that this noun phrase does not occur as a part of the infinitive
clause on the surface. Instead, it has been separated from the dependent infini-
tive, and has been placed in the prefield position of the matrix clause, probably
for information structural reasons. Regardless of where infinitives appear relative
to the matrix verb, we treat them, similarly to the finite clauses, as sentential
complements, in line with work by Haider (2010: 272–353) and Sternefeld
(2008: 567–569). We thus assume that befehlen selects infinitive complements
which are syntactically equivalent to finite dass-clauses:
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(7) Er befahl die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen zu verstärken
he command.3SG.PST the safety.precautions to strengthen.INF

‘He commanded to strengthen the safety precautions’
(DeReKo, Rhein-Zeitung, 12/4/2011)

There are two arguments in favour of this view. First, befehlen allows a negation
marker in the embedded clause, even if the matrix verb itself is in the scope of
another negation operator. Thus, we can modify (7) as follows:

(8) Er befahl nicht, die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen nicht zu verstärken
he commanded NEG the safety.precautions NEG to strengthen

Second, if infinitive complements of befehlen are expected to behave like finite
dass-clauses, it should also be possible to use two distinct adverbial modifications
encoding opposite values. In analogy to the negation argument, the following
temporal mismatch (gestern ‘yesterday’ versus morgen ‘tomorrow’) provides evi-
dence for the sentential status of both non-finite and finite complements of the
predicate befehlen:

(9) Er befahl gestern,
he commanded yesterday

(morgen) die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen (morgen) zu verstärken
tomorrow the safety.precautions tomorrow to strengthen

If we compare the Early New High German data with corresponding data from
Present-day German, various differences and similarities can be observed. The
most striking difference pertains to the distribution of finite and non-finite
complements. As we have seen above, in Early New High German befehlen pre-
dominantly selects for a modalized finite clause. In Present-day German, in turn,
finite clauses are still allowed as in (10).

(10) der seinen Soldaten befahl,
who his soldiers.DAT command.3SG.PST

sie sollten sich in China einen Namen machen
they should.3PL REFL in China a name make.INF

‘(. . .) who commended his soldiers to acquire renown in China’
(DeReKo, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 30/9/2000)

Infinitival patterns and their diachronic dynamics: Questions and challenges 5



However, infinitives are the preferred complement type for the object control
verb befehlen. A small research query in Das Deutsche Referenzkorpus (= DeReKo)
yielded exclusively hits of zu-complements.1 No other complementation patterns
were attested in this search. Interestingly enough, although befehlen has not
changed semantically, it has developed a strong preference towards infinitival
complements, while finite complements took a backseat. One of the main
research questions dealing with infinitival clauses concerns the extent to which
infinitives differ from and – in case there are differences – compete with their
finite counterparts. If the semantics of an infinitive-embedding predicate did
not change, the question arises what the driving force behind the preference for
a selected complementation type could be. Not much attention has been paid to
this issue from a diachronic point of view, but see Smirnova (2011) on German,
Martin (2007) on Greek, and Rudanko (2012) and D’hoedt & Cuyckens (this
volume), as well as references cited there, on English. What German and Greek
have in common is that diachronically speaking, infinitives started to compete
with finite complements. While in German infinitives ousted finite clauses, in
Greek infinitives dropped out of use completely (see Joseph 1983 and Philippaki-
Warburton & Spyropoulos 2004). The disappearance of infinitival complements
is not only a hallmark of the Greek complementation system, it has also been
well-documented for some dialects of Romance languages, e.g. in Salentino, a
southern Italian dialect (cf. Calabrese 1991, 1993) and in selected Slavic languages
like in Bulgarian (cf. MacRobert 1980 and Reimann 1994; see also Dobrushina
2012 for Russian and Wiemer, this volume, for a diachronic overview of indepen-
dent infinitives in Slavic). In other words, in those syntactic environments where
most standard Romance and Slavic languages favour the infinitive, Greek and
Bulgarian use a finite complement. Compare (11) for a volitional use of thélo
‘want’ and (12) for an aspectual use of arxizo ‘begin’ in Greek:

(11) O Kostas theli na odhiji
the Kostas want.3SG SBJV.PTC drive.3SG

‘Kostas wants (him) to drive’
(Roussou 2009: 1812, ex 3)

(12) Te pedhja arxisan na trexun
the children begin.3PL.PST SBJV.PTC run.3PL

‘The children began to run’
(Roussou 2009: 1816, ex 11)

1 We extracted and analyzed the data from the subcorpora Hannoversche Allgemeine 2009 and
Süddeutsche Zeitung 2009.
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In (11) and (12) the complement clauses are introduced by the subjunctive particle
na.2 Diachronically, the finite patterns ousted the infinitival patterns. In German,
many clause-embedding predicates began embedding infinitives, at some point
putting finite complements in the rear. Based on Demske (2001), Denecke (1880)
and Johnk (1979) investigating infinitive complement clauses in Old High German
(750–1050), we can identify approx. 250 infinitive-embedding predicates. In
Present-day German there are over 1400 predicates licensing infinitives. The
question arises how this happened. In-depth studies focusing on one language
and covering all historical periods of this language are still missing. Nevertheless,
cross-linguistically we can divide languages into two major groups: (i) languages
developing infinitive complements and suppressing other complement types (e.g.
all West Germanic languages), and (ii) languages reducing the number of infini-
tive-embedding predicates or losing the possibility to select for non-finite com-
plements in favor of their finite counterparts (e. g. Balkan languages). As for
group (i), three issues should be kept in mind. First, it does not necessarily
have to be case that other complement types disappear when infinitives start to
gain ground; other complement types can still be used (cf. e. g. 10 above), but
they are often restricted to marked contexts (cf. e.g. Rohdenburg 1995, 2006,
2014 and D’hoedt & Cuyckens this volume). Second, if a language starts allow-
ing the use of embedded infinitive complements in combination with specific
matrix predicates, this does not necessarily mean that all clause-embedding
predicates will embed infinitives at some point. Present-day German, for example,
has approximately 1800 clause-embedding predicates, but only approximately
1400 of them (= 78%) can embed an infinitive clause.3 Question predicates like
fragen ‘ask’ do not allow infinitival complements:4

(13) *Ichi fragte _i einen Kuchen zu backen
I ask.1SG.PST a cake to bake.INF

2 The presence of a finite clause entails some consequences for the interpretation of the dropped
subject in the embedded clause. As noted by Constantini (2006) and Kempchinsky (2009),
subjunctive complement clauses embedded under selected matrix predicates often force an
obviation effect, presupposing that the subject in the dependent clause cannot be co-referent
with the matrix subject. We leave aside the role of obviation effects here, but the interested
reader is referred to Martin (2007), who based on diachronic data from Greek elaborately shows
to what extent obviation effects occurring in subjunctive complements are related to the loss of
their infinitive counterparts.
3 This information comes from a clause-embedding database set up at the Centre for General
Linguistics (ZAS) in Berlin.
4 This restriction does not hold for languages allowing wh-infinitives, cf. Gärtner (2009) for a
typological overview. In this case, wh-infinitives can be selected by question predicates.

Infinitival patterns and their diachronic dynamics: Questions and challenges 7



A third observation goes along with the generalization that the availability of in-
finitival complements largely depends on the semantics of a clause-embedding
predicate. With respect to the example given in (13) we have stated that German
question predicates do not allow infinitives. However, some speakers may interpret
fragen as a directive predicate meaning ‘request’. In this case, an infinitive comple-
ment can appear triggering an object control interpretation:

(14) ?Ichi fragte ihnj _ j einen Kuchen zu backen
I ask.1SG.PST him.ACC a cake to bake.INF

‘I asked him to bake a cake’

Note that the Dutch counterpart vragen (lit. ‘ask’) developed the directive mean-
ing of ‘request’ (cf. IJbema 2002: 129, Ter Beek 2008: 85, 153), enabling the
embedding of infinitive complements. Thus, we can translate the example given
in (14) as follows:

(15) Iki vroeg hemj (om) _j een koek te bakken
I ask.1SG.PST him COMP a cake to bake.INF

The complementizer om is optional. Broekhuis & Corver (2015) illustrate this
variation with the following example:

(16) Jani vroeg Mariej _ j te komen
Jan ask.3SG.PST Marie to come.INF

‘Jan asked (= requested from) Marie to come’
(Broekhuis & Corver 2015: 605, ex 17b’)

Broekhuis & Corver (2015: 776) point out that “while it is normally always possible
to omit om from infinitival argument clauses, it is not always possible to add it
to infinitival argument clauses without om”.

IJbema (2002: 129) provides a tentative explanation for the optionality of om:

“In the course of time, the meaning of om has generalized so that it can appear in more
contexts. (. . .). Om can follow verbs such as denken ‘think’ and treuren ‘mourn’, in which
case there is a ‘movement of the mind’ around the object one is thinking about or mourn-
ing for. Following these verbs, om refers to the cause of or motivation for an activity. With
this sense, om occurs in waarom ‘why’ and omdat ‘because’. The motivation for an activity
is usually the wish to obtain a certain object or the wish to reach a certain goal. Om
expresses this meaning in connection to verbs such as roepen (roepen om ‘call for’), vragen
(vragen om ‘ask for’) and sturen, (. . .). Because om can express that one wishes to reach a
goal, om comes into use in connection with te-infinitives to express this meaning.”

8 Łukasz Jędrzejowski and Ulrike Demske



English patterns with Dutch, as ask can be used as a directive matrix predicate,
too:

(17) Ii asked himj _j to bake a cake

However, ask does not always presuppose object control when embedding infini-
tives. Bhatt (2006: 116) shows that as soon as ask selects for a wh-infinitive,
subject control is possible as well:

(18) a. Stefan Arnii asked Hafdisj [_*i/j to leave] (object control)

b. Stefan Arnii asked Hafdisj [_i/*j when to leave] (subject control)
(Bhatt 2006: 116, ex 210a,b)

Based on this contrast, Bhatt (2006) concludes that ask+wh,–inf and ask+wh,+inf do
not seem to have a unified meaning. On his view, ask+wh,–inf means ‘request’,
whereas ask+wh,+inf can be paraphrased as ‘put a question to’. It remains to be
examined why the German verb fragen did not acquire the meaning of ‘request’,
as its Dutch and English counterparts did. We will return to this issue of wh-
infinitives below.

Similar contrasts can be observed between two different languages with
respect to the same meaning of a single clause-embedding predicate. Take
modern German and modern Polish as an example. What they have in common
is that both languages are members of group (i), i.e. they have developed, or
are still developing, infinitive complements in combination with selected matrix
predicates. However, modern Polish – unlike modern German – does not exhibit
AcI constructions (cf. Dziwirek 2000), nor does it allow infinitives in connection
with factive predicates like żałować ‘regret’ (cf. Słodowicz 2008). Instead, finite
complements have to be used:

(19) *Żałuję, nie potrafić wysoko śpiewać
regret.1SG NEG can.INF high sing.INF

Intended: ‘I regret to be not able to sing high’

(20) Żałuję, że częściej tu nie występuję
regret.1SG that more.often here NEG perform.1SG

‘I regret that I don’t perform here more often’
(NKJP, Nasze Miasto Kraków, 20/6/2002)

Infinitival patterns and their diachronic dynamics: Questions and challenges 9



If we translate (19) and (20) into modern German, we end up with two gram-
matical sentences:

(21) Ich bereue es, nicht hoch singen zu können
I regret it NEG high sing.INF to can.INF

(22) Ich bereue es, dass ich hier nicht häufiger auftrete
I regret.1SG it that I here NEG more.often perform.1SG

Thus, it sometimes also varies from language to language whether or not a
matrix verb licenses an infinitive complement (see also Schlotthauer et al. 2014
for some contrasts among European languages). What factors control this para-
metrization remains to be determined. One interesting cross-linguistic attempt
has been made in the work by Sabel (2005, 2006, 2015). He proposes the follow-
ing generalization:

(23) The Wh-Infinitive-Generalization (WHIG)
If wh-movement may terminate in the SpecCP of an infinitive in a language
then this language possesses the option of filling the C-system of this (type
of) infinitive with an overt complementizer. (Sabel 2015: 318)

In more theory-neutral terms, the WHIG can be paraphrased as follows: As soon
as a language allows wh-infinitives, this language is also allowed to have com-
plement infinitives introduced by a complementizer.What we have seen so far is
that English admits wh-infinitives (cf. 18b). Against this background, we also
expect it to license infinitives with a complementizer. This prediction is con-
firmed by the next example, where for is usually analyzed as a complementizer:

(24) As the disease progresses, it will be increasingly hard for him to breathe as
his diaphragm weakens (COCA, Denver Post, 2014)

Dutch behaves like English with respect to the WHIG. In the following example
the matrix predicate vragen ‘ask’ selects for an infinitive clause introduced by
the wh-word hoe ‘how’:

(25) . . . omdat Jan vroeg hoe te handelen bij gevaar
because Jan ask.3SG.PST how to handle.INF at danger

‘. . . because Jan asked how to act in situations of danger’
(Ter Beek 2008: 159, ex 15a)

10 Łukasz Jędrzejowski and Ulrike Demske



The example given in (15), in turn, contains an infinitive clause occupying the
object slot of the matrix predicate, introduced by the complementizer om.
German behaves differently. It neither allows wh-infinitives, nor does it have
complement clauses introduced by the covert complementizer um, corresponding
to Dutch om (but see Leys 1991):

(26) *Stefan fragte Saskia, wann zu gehen
Stefan ask.3SG.PST Saskia when to leave.INF

Intended: ‘Stefan asked Saskia when to leave’

(27) *Er befahl um die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen
he command.3SG.PST COMP the safety.precautions

zu verstärken
to strengthen.INF

Intended: ‘He commanded to strengthen the safety precautions’

Sabel discusses examples from other European languages and provides more
cross-linguistic evidence for the WHIG. His findings are summarized in Table 2:

Table 2: European languages (dis-)allowing wh‑infinitives

Languages allowing wh‑infinitives Languages disallowing wh‑infinitives

Dutch, English, European Portuguese, French,
Italian, Polish, Spanish

Danish, German, Norwegian, Swedish

According to Sabel, languages allowing wh-infinitives are supposed to allow a
covert complementizer in infinitives that are realized as one of the matrix predi-
cate arguments.We can test this assumption by taking, again, modern Polish as
an example:

(28) Człowiek nie wiedział gdzie uciekać
human.being NEG know.3SG.PST where run.away.INF

‘One didn’t know where to run away’
(NKJP, Express Ilustrowany, 28/7/2001)

(29) Wielu maluchów marzy żeby pójść w ślady K. Mitonia
many toddler.PL dream COMP go.INF in traces K. Mitoń.GEN
‘Many toddlers dream to follow K. Mitoń’s footsteps’
(NKJP, Gazeta Krakowska, 28/9/2001)
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The corpus examples in (28) and (29) provide direct evidence for the validity of
the WHIG. The dependent wh-infinitive in (28) is embedded under the negated
semi-factive predicate wiedzieć ‘know’ and introduced by the wh-phrase gdzie
‘where’. In (29), the embedded infinitive is licensed as an argument of the
verb marzyć ‘dream’, and headed by the complementizer żeby (że = ‘that’, by =
subjunctive clitic). As in Dutch, the covert complementizer can be omitted without
affecting the interpretation of the clause:

(29’) Wielu maluchów marzy pójść w ślady K. Mitonia
many toddler.PL dream go.INF in traces K. Mitoń.GEN
‘Many toddlers dream to follow K. Mitoń’s footsteps’

Based on what we have seen so far we are bound to assume, from a diachronic
point of view, that the availability of wh-infinitives may have paved the way for
the development of covert complementizers in dependent infinitives. To the best
of our knowledge, not much attention has been paid to this affinity, though.
Sabel (2015: 316) assumes that “before the Middle English period no wh-infinitives
are attested, but they are found after the Middle English period, i.e. after for
introduces complement clauses as a complementizer.” Fischer et al. (2000: 96)
show that embedded infinitival questions are first attested in Middle English:

(30) ant nuste hwet seggen
and NEG.know.3SG.PST what say.INF

‘and [he] didn’t know what to say’

Likewise, we find the first instances of wh-infinitives in Middle Polish (1535–1780):

(31) nie wiedzieli czym go zadzierżeć w żywocie iego
NEG know.3PL.PST what.INS him.ACC keep.INF in life his

‘they didn’t know how to save his life’
(M. Rej, 1558, Wizerunek własny żywota człowieka poczciwego)

What (30) and (31) have in common is that the dependent wh-infinitives are
complements of the negated matrix verb know. Interestingly, Gärtner (2009: 25)
illustrates for Middle English (for the period between 1225 and 1450) that among
20 infinitival wh-complements 17 examples are complements of know, embedded
in a negative environment. It would be interesting to see if in the other languages
allowing wh-infinitives, these constructions emerged in combination with the verb
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know as well, and if so, for what reason this particular environment gave rise to
wh-infinitives. Finally, it is worth investigating at what time covert complemen-
tizers in complement clauses appeared for the first time. In this connection, we
would gain more diachronic insight not only into a better understanding of the
WHIG but also into the diachrony of complementizers in general.

As pointed out above, the complementizers om in Dutch and żeby in Polish
can – but need not – be used in selected infinitival complement clauses. In addi-
tion, they can also be used in infinitive adjunct clauses introducing purpose
clauses (see also Lühr this volume for older Indo-European languages):

(32) Bernard ging naar Amerika om beroemd te worden
Bernard go.3SG.PST to America COMP famous to become.INF

‘Bernard went to America in order to become famous’
(Sabel 2015: 316, ex 20)

(33) Przyszliśmy, żeby zobaczyć pomnik
come.1PL.PST COMP see.INF monument

‘We came to see the monument’
(NKJP, Dziennik Zachodni, 28/6/2004)

Although the German complementizer um cannot be used in infinitive comple-
ment clauses,5 it is allowed to occur in infinitive purpose clauses. Hence, we
can translate the Dutch example into German as follows:

(34) Bernard ging nach Amerika, um berühmt zu werden
Bernard go.3SG.PST to America COMP famous to become.INF

Typologically, such a situation is, to some extent, expected. Schmidtke-Bode
(2009: 155) examines structural patterns encoding purposive relations in a sample
of 80 languages and makes two interesting observations concerning the promi-
nence of infinitives with respect to adverbial clauses in general (see also Wiemer
this volume for the prominent role of infinitives in independent structures).
Firstly, in 16 languages (= 20%), purpose clauses are the only semantic type of
adverbial clause that is expressed by a non-finite construction. Secondly, in 12
languages (= 15%) purpose clauses, but none of the other adverbial clauses,
employ an infinitive or an otherwise highly integrated construction. In addition,
Schmidtke-Bode (2009: 158) points out that while “in 62 languages (= 77,5%)

5 Cf. Demske (2011) for the use of infinitival complementizers in complement clauses in Swiss
German as well as Pennsylvania German.
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at least one purpose clause construction shares some of its morphosyntactic
properties with (certain kinds of) sentential complements, up to being completely
identical with them, (. . .) in only 18 languages are purpose and complement
constructions fully distinct.” One of the examples he refers to comes from
Tzutujil (Mayan). In this language the preposition ch(i) ‘at’, ‘to’, ‘in order to’
introduces both purpose and complement clauses (cf. Dayley 1985: 392). It is
not surprising that om in Dutch and żeby in Polish can fulfill both functions,
too. It calls for an explanation, however, why this possibility did not prevail in
German and has been restricted only to purpose clauses. An answer to this
question is, in our view, still missing.

Another issue closely related to the dynamics of infinitive clauses refers to
the presence or absence, and, if present, the role of infinitival markers, e.g.
of zu ‘to’ in German. There is no consensus among researchers regarding the
syntactic position occupied by infinitival markers, or their main function, cf.
Beukema & den Dikken (1989), Biskup (2014), Christensen (2007), Leys (1985),
Salzmann (2013), Wilder (1988), among many others. Different scenarios have
also been proposed with respect to the historical development of infinitival
markers, cf. e.g. Demske (2001) and Speyer (this volume) for German, Faarlund
(2007) for Norwegian and Fischer (1995) for English. These authors convincingly
illustrate that the development of infinitival complements headed by an infinitival
marker cannot be attributed to a universal grammaticalization path, as has
been proposed in Haspelmath (1989) or Abraham (2004). It still remains to be
investigated what motivated the presence/absence of infinitival markers in
earlier stages of a particular language, and what led to the processes of change
resulting in a requirement for modern languages to use infinitival markers in
most control environments. As we have seen above, in our small corpus study
from Early New High German befehlen selects for infinitival complements accom-
panied by the infinitival marker zu ‘to’. No bare infinitives could be found. This
might suggest that befehlen never embedded bare infinitives, and that it selected
for a zu-infinitive already in earlier stages of German. Smirnova (2001), for
instance, assumes such a scenario for directive predicates in German. Note,
however, that this view is challenged by the occurrence of other directive predi-
cates, e.g. bitten ‘request’, which used to select bare infinitives in earlier stages
of German. (35) is from Old High German, (36) from Middle High German and
(37) from Early New High German:

(35) thoh bát er nan (. . .) thie stéina duan zi bróte
though ask.3SG.PST he him.ACC the stones do.INF zu bread

‘Though he asked him to turn stones into bread’
(Otfrid von Weißenburg, Das Evangelienbuch, II, 4: 44)
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(36) diu mich (. . .) der edeln künste swaere
that me.ACC the noble arts.GEN importance.NOM

den rîchen herren künden bat
the rich lords.DAT announce.INF ask.3SG.PST
‘[the story] which importance of noble arts urged me to announce to the
rich lords’
(Konrad von Würzburg, 1250–1287, Die Klage der Kunst, 32,8; Speyer,
this volume)

(37) bat sye morgens herwider gon
ask.3SG.PST her.ACC in.the.morning again go.INF

‘[he] asked her to go [there] in the morning again’
(Kalenberg, p. 194)

Moreover, it remains to be explained why most Slavic languages never developed
an infinitival marker. In Polish, for example, rozkazać ‘command’, the counterpart
of German befehlen can embed infinitival complements as well, and is even the
preferred complement type in modern Polish:

(38) Czesław Piątas rozkazał przerwać ćwiczenia
Czesław Piątas command.3SG.PST stop.INF training

‘Czesław Piątas commanded to stop the training’
(NKJP, Dziennik Zachodni, 5/4/2003)

An interesting difference between German befehlen and Polish rozkazać is that
the former verb requires the presence of the infinitival marker zu ‘to’, whereas
the latter predicate can only embed bare infinitives. Note, in addition, that the
presence of an infinitival marker has no impact on the syntactic size of the
embedded complement. As Polish rozkazać allows two independent verbal nega-
tions and distinct adverbial modifications marking opposite values, its infinitive
complements ought to be analyzed as sentential complements corresponding to
finite clauses:

(39) Czesław Piątas nie rozkazał nie przerywać ćwiczeń
Czesław Piątas NEG command.3SG.PST NEG stop.INF training

(40) Czesław Piątas rozkazał wczoraj przerwać
Czesław Piątas command.3SG.PST yesterday stop.INF

jutro ćwiczenia
tomorrow training
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Finally, it is worth investigating what role word order properties of infinitival
complements play, and how they determine their syntactic status. Considering
German befehlen and Polish rozkazać, we assumed that both predicates embed
sentential complements. However, verbs taking infinitival complements are usually
regarded as falling into two main classes, depending on the resulting clausal
structure. There are infinitival patterns exhibiting monoclausal characteristics
like pronoun fronting, long inversion or wide scope of negation. On the other
hand, infinitival constructions allowing extraposition, the intervention of non-
verbal material between matrix verb and infinitive or pied piping point to a
biclausal structure (cf. e.g. Wurmbrand 2001 for German, Cardinaletti & Shlonsky
2004, Cinque 2006 and Haegeman 2010 for Italian, Ter Beek 2008 for Dutch and
Sabel 1996 as well as Grano 2015, this volume for cross-linguistic generaliza-
tions). There is an ongoing debate focusing on present-day languages whether
or not both types of constructions are derivationally related, a discussion going
back to Evers (1975). For a comprehensive presentation of the most prominent
accounts, see Haider (2010). Demske (2015) shows for the history of German
that the distinction between monoclausal and biclausal infinitival construc-
tions is well established in Old High German. Coherent infinitival patterns as a
particular type of monoclausal infinitival constructions, however, start to arise
towards the end of the Early New High German period in the 17th century.

In the following section, we briefly summarize the most important diachronic
findings of the contributions collected in the present volume and show how they
contribute to a diachronic typology of infinitive clauses.

3 The structure of the book

This volume consists of two parts, each dedicated to different aspects of infinitival
syntax.

3.1 AcI verbs and restructuring effects

As introduced above, verbs embedding infinitival complements can be divided
into two classes, depending on the resulting clausal structure exhibiting either
monoclausal or biclausal characteristics. In the present volume, the contribu-
tions by Thomas Grano, Isabela Nedelcu & Irina Paraschiv and Jerneja Kavčič
address questions concerning the historical development of monoclausal versus
biclausal structures.
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Grano examines in his contribution, Restructuring at the syntax-semantics
interface, the class of verbs selecting infinitival complements at large, focusing
on the question of why particular verbs cross-linguistically trigger clause union
effects such as clitic placement in Romance (Italian, Spanish) or so-called “long
passives” in German. Elaborating on Cinque’s (2006) proposal to treat the verbs in
question as functional heads, Grano demonstrates how an approach in terms of a
universal hierarchy of functional heads accounts for the cross-linguistic stability
of the relevant verbal class in a straightforward way, with (41) exemplifying the
analysis of the control verb try as an aspectual head:

(41) a. John tried to leave

b. [TP John T(ense) [AspP tried [vP John to leave]]]
↑

Grano further tackles the question of how the raising syntax of such an approach
may encompass even classical control predicates such as try. Introducing a
variable for this purpose, the author demonstrates how this variable at the
same time prohibits non-restructuring predicates from triggering monoclausal
infinitival constructions.Whether a predicate allows for the monoclausal structure,
in addition to a biclausal structure, depends on its degree of semantic bleaching:
Semantically bleached predicates have been cross-linguistically observed to be
‘unstable’, in terms of their status of restructuring.

Nedelcu & Paraschiv are concerned with infinitival complements of (direct
and indirect) perception and cognition verbs focusing on varieties of Romanian
used between the 16th and the 19th centuries. In their contribution, The Romanian
infinitive selected by perception and cognitive verbs, the authors consider the infini-
tival patterns at issue as monoclausal, pointing out that they admit a diagnostic
well known from other Romance languages, i.e. clitic climbing (see also the
contribution by Grano):

(42) Li-au văzut a cădea [ti] după cal
CL.ACC.3SG.M-have.3PL seen fall.INF off horse

‘They saw him falling off the horse’ (BVS)

Examples such as (42) suggest a treatment of infinitival constructions headed by
perception verbs and cognition verbs as complex predicates, just like infinitival
constructions headed by modals and auxiliaries. Further issues addressed in the
paper include the competition between different forms of non-finite complements
on the one hand, i.e. infinitives with/without an infinitival marker vs. gerunds,
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and, on the other hand, between non-finite clauses and finite clauses, with the
latter comprising indicative and subjunctive verbal forms (for more details see
Section 3.2 below). A final question to be dealt with concerns the grammatical
status of the particle a being used as a complementizer in early stages of the
language, while figuring as an infinitival marker in later stages.

Kavčič’s contribution, A diachronic perspective on the semantics of AcI
clauses in Greek, is a corpus study on restructuring verbs embedding AcI com-
plements in Ancient Greek, focusing on verbs of saying and thinking. Kavčič
provides abundant empirical evidence showing that these predicates allow the
embedding of the aorist infinitive as well as an infinitive marked for present
or future tense in Classical Greek. It is illustrated that temporal relations of
anteriority, simultaneity and posteriority between the matrix verb and the
embedded proposition can be expressed by using the respective infinitive form.
Expanding on a proposal by Thorley (1989), the author assumes that infinitival
clauses tend to denote states in New Testament Greek, including the frequent
use of stative verbs in non-finite clauses, and of the perfect marker with non-
stative verbs when forms of the aorist are embedded. These observations carry
over to concurrent sources of Greek, i.e. the non-literary papyri, all of which
are taken to give insights into the development of Post-Classical Greek. Kavčič’s
contribution analyzes the changes affecting the temporal and aspectual distinc-
tions in AcI constructions with respect to other changes occurring simultane-
ously, such as the merger between the aorist and the perfect, the disappearance
of the Classical Greek future and the emergence of periphrastic future forms.

3.2 Infinitive structures versus other non-finite and
finite patterns

Our second and even more prominent research question concerns the extent to
which infinitives differ from, and compete with their finite counterparts (see
Section 2 above). In the present volume, the contributions by Frauke D’hoedt &
Hubert Cuyckens, Virginia Hill, Augustin Speyer, Éva Dékány, Rosemarie Lühr
and Björn Wiemer deal with instances of diachronic complementation competi-
tion across different languages and show what consequences such competition
had for the modern languages.

In their corpus-based contribution, following the spirit of previous work
(cf. Cuyckens et al. 2014 and Cuyckens & D’hoedt 2015), Finite, infinitival and
verbless complementation: The case of ‘believe’, ‘suppose’ and ‘find’, D’hoedt &
Cuyckens investigate four complement types embedded under the matrix verbs
mentioned in the title of their contribution, in the history of English. The authors
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focus on that-clauses, zero-complementizer clauses, to-infinitives and small
clauses. The examples given in (43) illustrate their use with the predicate believe:

(43) a. I believe that he is a wise man

b. I believe he is a wise man

c. I believe him to be a wise man

d. I believe him a wise man

The main objective of the study is to offer a diachronic analysis of complement
clause variation from Middle English to Present-day English – with a focus
on Late Modern English – and to investigate what factors co-determine this
variation at the level of usage. In pursuing this aim, D’hoedt & Cuyckens use
a logistic regression model, taking the following factors into account: (i) the
semantics of the complement-taking predicate, (ii) the temporal relation between
the matrix clause and the complement clause, (iii) the structural complexity of
the complement clause, (iv) the complexity of the complement clause subject,
(v) the voice of the verb in the complement clause, (vi) intervening material
between the complement-taking predicate and the complement clause subject,
(vii) the period of attestation and (viii) the corpus. In general, both authors
state that complementation preferences are to a large extent unique for each
complement-taking predicate. One of the main trends refers to the use of to-
infinitives and small clauses in connection with believe and suppose. The authors
provide empirical evidence showing that the number of both complement types
decreases over time. Find, on the other hand, selects predominantly small
clauses.With respect to zero-complement clauses, D’hoedt & Cuyckens illustrate
that their number increases when embedded under suppose.

While D’hoedt & Cuyckens investigate differences between infinitive and
indicative complements, the contribution by Hill, Early Modern Romanian infini-
tives: Origin and replacement, is concerned with the replacement of infinitives by
subjunctive sâ-clauses in the history of Romanian. The author observes that
the replacement of infinitives by subjunctive complements occurred very late in
Romanian, i.e. in the 16th and 17th centuries, whereas other Balkan languages
had replaced the infinitive much earlier (beginning around the 10th century).
Some scholars working on Balkan and Romance languages take Greek as a start-
ing point of the complementation competition and account for this displacement
in terms of geographical distance (cf. e.g Rohlfs 1933). Hill, in turn, examines
this issue from a syntactic perspective and arrives at different conclusions. Con-
trary to previous studies, she distinguishes two infinitive forms in older stages of
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Romanian: (i) the long infinitive with the ending -re and (ii) the short infinitive
lacking an ending:

(44) sosiră pre cel pămînt cel în carele a lăcuire era
arrive.3PL.PST on that land that in which.the to live.INF was

‘they arrived in the land in which they had to live’
(Palia de la Orăştie – 1582; {235})

(45) le-au poruncit a face şi a cinsti Domnedzeu
them.DAT-has ordered to do.INF and to rever.INF God

‘he ordered them to receive and revere God’
(Palia de la Orăştie – 1582; {5})

These two forms occur in free variation and both of them were replaced by the
subjunctive sâ-clause. Based on internal properties of both complement types,
Hill associates the infinitival marker a and the subjunctive marker sâ with the
same syntactic position, viz. FinP, placed in the extended C-domain as proposed
by Rizzi (1997). The complement patterns differ, however, with respect to their
productivity on the timeline and their phasehood properties.Whereas a-infinitives
are productive in the 16th and 17th centuries, sâ-clauses start to be the preferred
complementation type in the middle of the 17th century and become fixed by the
18th century. This change is attributed to the status (weak vs. strong) and the
absence/presence of the full CP phase by Hill (cf. Chomsky 2001, 2006).

The contribution by Speyer, Semantic factors for the status of control infinitives
in the history of German, is devoted to the distinction between AcI constructions
and object control constructions on semantic grounds, working on the assumption
that there is no structural difference between both constructions. In particular,
the author defends the view that the morphological distinction between the
bare infinitive in the AcI construction and the zu ‘to’-infinitive in the control
construction correlates highly with the aspectual meaning of the infinitive.
While the bare infinitive is used to express a punctual meaning (cf. 46), zu
‘to’ + infinitive refers to propositions denoting a durative aspect as well as to
actions implied to have taken place at several occasions, as exemplified in (47):

(46) Dar nach chomen die tummen magde und baten in vf tuon
there after come the dumb maids and asked him.ACC open.INF

‘After that the foolish bridesmaids came and asked him to open (the door)’
(Altdeutsche Predigten 30,35; before end 14th cent.)
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(47) und klagten in allez und bâten inz wenden
and complained him.ACC all and asked him-to turn.INF

‘and they complained to him about everything and asked him to undo it’
(Ottokar aus der Gal: Steirische Reimchronik, v. 63909; c. 1300)

According to Speyer, the aspectual difference between the two infinitival forms
is not restricted to Middle High German (1050–1350) but still holds for the distri-
bution in modern German, though Speyer assumes a reanalysis of the aspectual
meaning in terms of temporality. Besides temporal properties of infinitival clauses
and based on Fischer (1995), causativity is addressed as a second parameter
driving the distribution of bare infinitives vs. zu ‘to’-infinitives. In contrast to
widespread assumptions regarding the analysis of infinitival constructions,
both control patterns and AcI patterns are considered to exhibit diagnostics for
a biclausal structure in Middle High German.

In her paper, Anti-agreeing infinitives in Old Hungarian, Dékány elaborates
on non-finite clauses in the history of Hungarian. Her main focus lies on agree-
ment patterns of Old Hungarian infinitives, including so called anti-agreeing
infinitives that have not yet been described elsewhere in more detail (but see
Bácskai-Atkári & Dékány 2014). According to the author, the anti-agreeing infin-
itives occur in control, raising and ECM structures, but not in infinitives with a
referentially independent dative subject. Furthermore, Dékány observes that Old
Hungarian infinitives can be either inflected or uninflected. Inflected infinitives
show full phi-feature agreement with their subject(’s controller), as given in
(48), or they bear a default third singular ending regardless of what person and
number features the infinitival subject has, cf. (49):

(48) ne akar-i-atoc fel-n-etec
not want-IMP-2PL fear-INF-2PL

‘Do not want to be afraid’
(Munich Codex 42ra)

(49) Ne akar-y-atok feel-ny-e
not want-IMP-2PL fear-INF-3SG

‘Do not want to be afraid’
( Jordánszky Codex 55)

In those contexts where anti-agreement can occur, it is in free variation with
agreeing and uninflected infinitives. Dékány preliminarily assumes that if Old
Hungarian anti-agreement is only possible in control, raising and ECM infini-
tives, the default agreement might be triggered by an A-movement.
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The contribution by Lühr, The emergence of expressions for purpose relations
in older Indo-European languages, is devoted to clausal patterns encoding a
purposive meaning in Hittite and Vedic. The author mainly elaborates on clausal
patterns allowing both a subject/object control interpretation on the one hand,
and a purpose reading on the other. Observing a structural competition between
finite and non-finite clauses in particular with respect to Vedic, Lühr examines
the conditions under which both patterns occur and provides an account for
their striking differences. One of her main observations regarding the expression
of purpose is that finite patterns are preferred if a subject/object control reading
would obtain as well in an infinitive clause.

The competition of non-finite clauses with finite clauses is also addressed in
the contribution by Wiemer, Main clause infinitival predicates and the equivalents
in Slavic – Why they are not instances of insubordination, who mainly focuses on
the diachrony of independent clauses in Russian, Polish and Macedonian. (50)
is an example from Russian:

(50) Ne opozda-t’ by!
NEG come-late.PFV.INF PTC.IRR
lit. ‘If only not to be late!’ (‘We/I mustn’t be late!’)

(50) consists of the negation element ne, the perfective infinitive verb opozdat’
‘come late’ and the irrealis particle by, corresponding to the subjunctive mood
in most Germanic and Romance languages. The entire clause gives rise to an
optative reading. In general, root infinitives have been mainly investigated in
Germanic and Romance languages (cf. Deppermann 2007, Fries 1983, Gärtner
2013, Glaser 2002, Grohmann 2000, Reis 2003, Wilder 2013), often in connection
with language acquisition (cf. Gretsch 2008, Haegeman 1995, Lasser 2002, Rizzi
1993/94). Murasugi et al. (2010) and Sugiura et al. (2016) also investigate so
called root infinitive analogues in Japanese. The language sample chosen by
Wiemer, in turn, is interesting in several respects. First, the modal root infini-
tives developed into different directions in the three languages. In Russian no
radical changes have taken place. In Polish, in selected environments infinitives
were replaced by finite clauses. The Macedonian case illustrates a scenario
in which the grammatical category of infinitive disappeared entirely. Second,
besides some aspects that play a decisive role in the structural competition,
Wiemer introduces an additional parameter: factivity versus non-factivity. One
of his major claims is that whenever an infinitive occurs, it is tightly associated
with non-factivity. This association, according to Wiemer, can be traced well
back into pre-documented history and is largely due to the provenance of the
Slavic infinitive as a nomen actionis in the dative.
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Abbreviations

1/2/3 – 1st/2nd/3rd person, ACC – accusative, CL – clitic, COM – comparative,
COMP – complementizer, DAT – dative, GEN – genitive, IMP – imperative mood,
INF – infinitive, INS – instrumental, IRR – irrealis, M – masculine, NEG – negation,
NOM – nominative, PASS.AUX – passive auxiliary, PFV – perfective, PL – plural,
PST – past tense, PTC – particle, PTCP – participle perfect, REFL – reflexive
pronoun, SBJV – subjunctive mood.
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